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ABSTRACT

This paper has title A Brief of The Intrinsic in Andrea Hirata’s Novel The Rainbow Troops. Describing about Intrinsic Element that found in “The Rainbow Troops” Novel. I apply the library method in this paper by reading some books related to my paper. The intrinsic elements are described about theme, plot, character, setting, and point of view. The plot is vacillating. The novel tells about ten childrens who studies in Muhammadiyah Elementery School. The school have almost closed by goverment because the students are not even for ten peoples after students have panic suddenly arriving one children has namely A-Kiong. Between the students there is one children who is very clever. He is lintang, a fishermen children is clever in mathematic although clever but he is not arrogant. He always helps his friends when getting trouble in doing the questions. The writer limits the investigate the novel in five elements to facilitate the reader in understanding this paper and knowing The Rainbow Troops and the writer hopes this paper increase the knowledge for reader about intrinsic elements, especially “The Rainbow Troops” Novel.
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